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A COMPREHENSIVE ‘PARTS LIST’ OF THE BRAIN BUILT FROM ITS COMPONENTS, THE
CELLS
In-depth analysis sorts cells from the cerebral cortex into 133 types, lays groundwork to explore function
SEATTLE, WASH. — Oct. 31, 2018 — Neuroscientists at the Allen Institute have moved one step closer to
understanding the complete list of cell types in the brain. In the most comprehensive study of its kind to date,
published today on the cover of the journal Nature, the researchers sorted cells from the cortex, the outermost
shell and the cognitive center of the brain, into 133 different “cell types” based on the genes the cells switch on
and off.
The classification, building off of 15 years of work at the Allen Institute, uncovered many rare brain cell types
and laid the groundwork for revealing new functions of two of those rare neuron types. The study captured cellby-cell information from parts of the mouse cortex that are involved in vision and movement.
Scientists are very far from understanding how the mammalian brain does what it does. They don’t even entirely
know what it’s made of — the different types of brain cells. What neuroscientists are up against in their work is
akin to trying to recreate a delicious, complex meal, not only without knowing the ingredients and recipe that
went into making it, but without even having any way to describe many of those ingredients.
In the new study, the researchers came up with a way to describe those ingredients by analyzing the genes
from nearly 24,000 of the mouse’s 100 million brain cells, creating a list of 133 cell types. Because the study
captured the activity of tens of thousands of genes from so many cells and is nearly complete for the vision and
motor regions in the study, the other regions of the cortex will likely follow similar rules of organization, the
researchers said.
“This is by far the most comprehensive, most in-depth analysis of any regions of the cortex in any species. We
can now say that we understand the distribution rules for its parts list,” said Hongkui Zeng, Ph.D., Executive
Director of Structured Science at the Allen Institute for Brain Science, a division of the Allen Institute, and senior
author on the study. “With all these data in hand, we can start to learn new principles of how the brain is
organized — and ultimately, how it works.”
In an accompanying paper, also published today in Nature and led by researchers at the Janelia Research
Campus of the Howard Hughes Medical Institute, the neuroscientists used the gene-based classification and
additional information about neuron shape to uncover two new types of neurons involved in movement. The
researchers then measured the activity of these different neurons in moving mice, and they found that one type
is involved in planning movements, whereas the other type works to trigger movement itself.
“Gene expression is a very efficient way of getting at cell types, and that’s really what the Allen Institute effort
is at the core,” said Janelia’s Karel Svoboda, Ph.D., who led the motor neuron study along with Michael
Economo, Ph.D., and is also a co-author on the cell types study. “The motor cortex study is the first salvo in a
different type of cell type classification, where gene expression information, structural information and
measurements of neural activity are brought together to make statements about the function of specific cell
types in the brain.”
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Sifting through 24,000 cells to understand the brain
The mammalian cortex is considered the main brain region controlling cognitive function, and is far larger in
humans than in most other mammals. Many researchers believe understanding the makeup of this complex but
regularly ordered region of the brain will help us understand what makes mammal brains special — or what
makes our brains uniquely human. The Allen Institute researchers are also working to define the “ingredients
list” for the rest of the mouse cortex, although they expect that many of the rules of organization they’ve identified
in this study will hold true across the entire region. And knowledge gained from the mouse cortex forms the
foundation for understanding the human cortex through comparative studies.
Although there are many ways of understanding what makes one cell type different from another — its shape,
how it sends electric signals, and how those signals translate into the brain’s many functions — only gene
expression lends itself to studying tens of thousands of cells, one cell at a time, in a comprehensive way.
“It’s only through recent advances in technology that we can measure the activity of so many genes in a single
cell,” said Bosiljka Tasic, Ph.D., Associate Director of Molecular Genetics at the Allen Institute for Brain Science
and first author on the cell types study. “Ultimately, we are also working to study not only gene expression, but
many of the cells’ other properties — including their function, which is the most elusive, the most difficult to
define.”
The Allen Institute-led cell type study was built off a similar, smaller study completed in 2016, which sifted
through about 1,600 cells from the mouse’s visual processing part of the brain. Scaling up the number of cells
in their analysis by nearly 15 times and expanding to a second region of the brain cortex allowed the researchers
to create a more comprehensive and refined cell type catalog.
“When we see not only cell types that people have identified before, but a number of new ones that are showing
up in the data, it’s really exciting for us,” Zeng said. “It’s like we are able to put all the different pieces of the
puzzle together and suddenly see the whole picture.”
The cell types study was funded in part by the National Institutes of Health (grants R01EY023173 and U01MH105982).
Additional authors on the cell type study include Zizhen Yao, Lucas Graybuck, Kimberly Smith, Thuc Nghi Nguyen, Darren
Bertagnolli, Jeff Goldy, Emma Garren, Osnat Penn, Trygve Bakken, Jeremy Miller, Olivia Fong, Karla Hirokawa, Kanan
Lathia, Christine Rimorin, Michael Tieu, Rachael Larsen, Tamara Casper, Eliza Barkan, Matthew Kroll, Sheana Parry,
Nadiya Shapovalova, Daniel Hirschstein, Julie Pendergraft, Tae Kyung Kim, Aaron Szafer, Nick Dee, Peter Groblewski, Ali
Cetin, Julie Harris, Boaz Levi, Susan Sunkin, Linda Madisen, Tanya Daigle, Amy Bernard, John Phillips, Ed Lein, Michael
Hawrylycz, Allan Jones, and Christof Koch of the Allen Institute; Sarada Viswanathan and Loren Looger of Janelia; Vilas
Menon of the Allen Institute and Janelia; and Heather Sullivan and Ian Wickersham of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.

About the Allen Institute for Brain Science
The Allen Institute for Brain Science is a division of the Allen Institute (alleninstitute.org), an independent,
501(c)(3) nonprofit medical research organization, and is dedicated to accelerating the understanding of how
the human brain works in health and disease. Using a big science approach, the Allen Institute generates useful
public resources used by researchers and organizations around the globe, drives technological and analytical
advances, and discovers fundamental brain properties through integration of experiments, modeling and theory.
Launched in 2003 with a seed contribution from founder and philanthropist Paul G. Allen, the Allen Institute is
supported by a diversity of government, foundation and private funds to enable its projects. The Allen Institute
for Brain Science's data and tools are publicly available online at brain-map.org.
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